Volunteer Officer Report November 2018
Peter Cseik – School of Maths & Physics Rep
What has been worked on in the past month?
During the past month the first college level TEF report has been submitted, with
overwhelming positive feedback from students across this school. Me and the course reps
have been working together to sort out some minor issues regarding a module – style of
lecture notes and having worked out whiteboard examples uploaded to BlackBoard.
Some research has been done in all years in collaboration with the course reps, and an
overwhelming majority of students would like to have lecture recordings.
This month I have attended Student Committee where we worked together with course
reps and staff to identify key issues within the school and create an appropriate action for
them to be solved. I have also attended Academic Board, where I gave a quick recap on
what I have been doing within the school.
The school has also organised its annual Christmas party for students, which will be taking
place on the 11st of December this year.
Successes from the past month and any Reps Wins




The remaining open course rep positions have now been filled
Student Committee has been a huge success for solving issues, with some changes
already starting to be implemented
Most of students’ issues regarding certain modules have been resolved

Plans for next month






Module evaluations are coming out soon, and I am aiming to gather 100% of students'
feedback, and to achieve this ambitious goal me and the course reps have made a
game plan
I am organising Action Day for the school in collaboration with staff members
Trying to push lecture recordings a bit more, as there is a very clear need from
students
Follow up on any negative feedback gathered while researching for the pilot TEF
submission

